
 

Many young ladies had the honour of being called “Miss Langley Speedway” and 

presenting trophies at the raceway.  Craig Frazer approached a modelling agency in 

Surrey and suggested that young ladies might be interested in participating as trophy 

presenters, which would provide them with some modelling exposure at the same time.  

There were so many races at an event and there could be several Miss Langley 

Speedway’s present on a race day; because they weren’t regulars at the track, some of 

their names weren’t recorded.  Other special visitors would present the trophies as well, 

including men, and children from the Woodlands School in New Westminster.   

One young lady that had a more active role as Miss Langley Speedway was Donna 

Masse-Cieszecki.  In 1978, Donna was working for an insurance company in 

Aldergrove when a local car dealer that they did a lot of business with came in.  

He was also involved with the Speedway and asked Donna if she would be 

interested in being a Miss Langley Speedway.  She said yes and had her day at the 

races on June 4, 1978.  She also represented the Speedway in two parades that 

year, the Aldergrove Parade and the Langley Days Parade in Langley City. 

Women were always at the Speedway — as attendees, presenters,  
and racers. 

Some women competed at the track, too.  A women's class of 

racing was held as a Sunday event once a year and was known 

as the “powder puff” race,  like many other sporting events for 

women.  Women were only allowed to compete against other 

women—never against the men.     

#7 Modified driver Fred Goodrum with an 

unknown Miss Langley Speedway and starter 

Larry Olson (holding checkered flag), 1970s. 

Notice that the trophy’s car is upside down — 

Goodrum was being recognized for his  

“aerial acrobatics.”  

Neil Gustafson, mini stock driver, receiving trophy 

from an unknown Miss Langley Speedway, 1970s.  
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Chris McKinley, probably a Miss Langley 

Speedway, posing with car #44, 1970s.  (Left) Miss Langley Speedway 

Donna Masse-Cieszecki presenting a 

trophy to Lloyd Hill, June 4, 1978.  

It was Hill’s first time racing, and he 

won both the Trophy Dash and the 

B Heat (Claimers).  
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(Below) Donna Masse-Cieszecki as Miss 

Langley Speedway at the Langley Days 

Parade, June 1978.  

I did a lap in the pace car at the 

beginning, handed out the trophies for all 

of the races, and was stationed down in 

the pits with the racers and their crews 

all day.  It was fun.  But I had worn a 

white pair of pants and ended up having 

to throw them out at the end of the day 

because they were covered  

with grease!  

                -Donna Masse-Cieszecki 

Del Wilkes, driver of car #9 and winner of the Claimer A Main with 

trophy man Bob Fraser and Assistant Starter Gary Wilson, 

September 26, 1976.  
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